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Statistical analysis of near-field photoluminescence spectra
of single ultrathin layers of CdSeÕZnSe

G. von Freymann,a) E. Kurtz, C. Klingshirn, and M. Wegener
Institut für Angewandte Physik, Universita¨t Karlsruhe (TH), 76128 Karlsruhe, Germany

~Received 13 March 2000; accepted for publication 26 May 2000!

The statistical analysis of thousands of near-field photoluminescence spectra of single ultrathin
CdSe layers at 20 K exhibits a strong positive correlation peak around 20 meV energy with a width
of 5 meV. Our data are consistent with individual spectra which consist of sets of many pairs of
lines. In each pair, the two lines must have comparable strength. We speculate about the origin of
these pairs. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~00!03229-0#
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Epitaxially grown, thin semiconductor layers often le
to a series of sharp photoluminescence lines in near-fiel
microphotoluminescence experiments.1–6 These individual
spectra can exhibit many tens or even hundreds of individ
lines and usually look like a random distribution at first sig
What can be learned from this type of spectra? This ques
was first investigated theoretically in Refs. 7 and 8 for ph
toluminescence of excitons which move in a truly rando
potential, i.e., a potential which in itself shows no corre
tions. They proposed to measure a set of individual spec
calculate the individual spectral autocorrelation functio
and average over many such autocorrelations. In this fash
they demonstrated that one can hope to observe correla
in the energy spectrum. In their case, they found the
called level repulsion, i.e., a negative correlation close to
zero energy difference, which is known from random mat
theory. It is clear that correlations in the spectrum can a
arise from correlations in the potential, i.e., from a poten
which is not just noise. This would lead to positive corre
tions.

In this letter, we first modify and extend the proposa7,8

in order to make it suitable for measured spectra. T
complements recent experiments using time-resolved
ondary emission.9 As an example, we investigate large se
of near-field photoluminescence spectra of single ultrat
CdSe layers clad between ZnSe barriers.

For the optical experiments, we frequency double ab
1 W power at a 800 nm wavelength from a continuous-wa
Ti:sapphire laser in a 2-mm-thick BBO crystal to obta
about 3mW power at a 400 nm wavelength~3.10 eV photon
energy!. 200–300 nW are effectively coupled into an opti
fiber. The light propagates towards a nanometer-scale a
which is formed by a two-step selective etching proce
Electron micrographs of identical fiber tips have been sho
in Ref. 10. The photoluminescence is collected with the sa
fiber and sent into a 0.5 m grating spectrometer~1800
lines/mm grating!, which is connected to a liquid-nitroge
cooled back-illuminated charge-coupled-device~CCD! cam-
era. The spectral resolution of this system is a 0.06 nm wa
length, which is equivalent to an energy resolution of 2
meV in the spectral range investigated. We scan the unco

a!Electronic mail: georg.freymann@physik.uni-karlsruhe.de
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fiber tip in a constant height of 100 nm above the surfa
i.e., the feedback loop is inactive. Under these conditio
the measured spatial resolution is 200 nm. The data
shown in the following are always based on 1600 individu
spectra, each with 0.5 s exposure time of the CCD cam
taken in a 2mm32 mm area with 50 nm separation betwee
adjacent points.

Four examples of individual photoluminescence spec
at a sample temperature ofT520 K from four different
samples, A, B, C, and D, are shown in Fig. 1. Sample
stems from the Ioffe institute in St. Petersburg and is gro
by molecular-beam epitaxy~MBE!.11 The nominal average
CdSe layer thickness is 3.6 ML, the top ZnSe layer is 10
thin, which is suitable for optical near-field experimen
Samples B, C, and D are grown by mixed elemental a
compound-source MBE in-house.12 The nominal average
CdSe layer thickness of sample B is 2 ML, the top Zn
layer is 20 nm thin. Samples C~2.3 ML, 20 nm ZnSe!and D
~3 ML, 45 nm ZnSe!are thermally annealed at 320 °C d
rectly after CdSe deposition~i.e., prior to cap growth!for a
duration of 5 and 10 min, respectively. This is to initia
Oswald ripening of CdSe islands. Obviously, the individu
photoluminescence spectra of these samples look very di

FIG. 1. Individual photoluminescence spectra of samples A, B, C, and D
a sample temperature of 20 K. For clarity, the spectra are shown on the
scale.
© 2000 American Institute of Physics
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ent in terms of line density and width of the line distributio
Also, note the large shift in the overall spectral positi
\v0 .

Back to our initial question: What can be learned fro
such spectra? We first tried to apply the idea of Refs. 7
8 directly. This leads to difficulties, which can already
anticipated from the spectra shown in Fig. 1. Beside
many resolved lines, one also has a broad backgroun
each individual spectrum. The autocorrelation of this und
ired contribution is so prominent that it overwhelms all oth
features by far~not shown!. Consequently, we eliminate thi
background by calculating the average and subtract this
erage from each individual spectrum of this set. In addit
to this, we normalize each individual photoluminescen
spectrum to equal the integral before starting the above
cedure. For photoluminescence spectraI (\v), which consist
of a series of sharp lines, i.e.,I (\v)5(nI nd(\v2\vn)
with arbitrary values of I n , one can show tha
*0

`^C(DE)&d(DE)50 holds under these conditions. W
summarize the complete procedure:~1! normalization of the
individual spectra to equal the spectral integral;~2! subtrac-
tion of the average of these normalized spectra,dI n(\v)
5I n(\v)2^I n(\v)&; ~3! calculation of the individual auto
correlations, C(DE)5*dI n(\v8)dI n(\v81DE)dv8; ~4!
averaging over all individual autocorrelations; and~5! nor-
malization of the maximum of̂C(DE)& at DE50 to unity.
Figure 2 illustrates this procedure for two examples: A se
measured spectra of sample A~left column! and a set of
computer-generated random spectra~right column!. In these
random spectra we have chosen the number of lines, t
width, and their~Gaussian! distribution to roughly match
both the individual measured spectra and their average.
data sets are treated by the same program. For the comp
generated spectra, we find a maximum atDE50 and no
further structure. The same behavior is found in many ot
computer-generated sets with different numbers of li
and/or different distributions~not shown!. This result is ex-
pected and illustrates that the defined procedure does
lead to artifacts. In contrast to the computer-generated
dom spectra, the experimental data show a correlation p
aroundDE518 meV @arrow in Fig. 2~e!#.

Amazingly, this correlation is very similar for many dif
ferent measurements on samples A, B, C, and D—altho
the individual spectra~see Fig. 1! look considerably differ-
ent. This is shown in Fig. 3, where, for each sample,
depict two data sets~Nos. 1 and 2! from different areas on
the sample. Obviously, the correlations in the photolumin
cence lines of these CdSe/ZnSe layers are generic for
particular material system.

These correlations are consistent with spectra wh
consist of sets of pairs of lines. For each pair the ene
spacing has to be around 18 meV. Can we learn more a
the relative strength of the two lines in the pairs? Followi
Ref. 13, one can multiply the individual photoluminescen
spectra with filter functionsf (\v) @before performing step
~1!#. Exponential functions, i.e.,f (\v)}exp(\v/E0), are es-
pecially simple to interpret. For the case ofE0.0 and for
spectra which consist of pairs of lines with one main line a
a weaker high-energy sideband, the sideband would be
hanced by a certain factor~independent on its absolute ene
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getic position!. Consequently, the correlation functio
^C(DE)& would exhibit enhanced correlations. Similarly,
low-energy sideband would be suppressed forE0.0 and
vice versa forE0,0. This idea has been verified explicitl
by numerical simulation. Applying this procedure to the da

FIG. 2. Illustration of the statistical procedure for experimental data
sample A~left column! and for computer-generated random spectra~right
column!. ~a! Individual spectra, normalized to equal spectral integral;~b!
average; (c)5(a)-(b); ~d! autocorrelation of~c!; and~e! averaged autocor-
relation ^C(DE)& ~normalized to unity!.

FIG. 3. Correlation function̂C(DE)& of two areas~Nos. 1 and 2! on each
of the samples A, B, C, and D. Note that the position of the correlation p
around 15–20 meV does not vary much.
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shown in Fig. 3, leads to the curves shown in Fig. 4~full
lines correspond toE05118 meV, dashed lines toE0

5218 meV!. Obviously, the determined height of the corr
lation peak is roughly the same forE05618 meV. This im-
plies that we have pairs of lines with comparab
strength—on the average. This can either mean that the
lines in the pairs have identical strength in each case or
they strongly fluctuate independently. By additional simu
tions we have found that the latter scenario would lead t
correlation peak in̂C(DE)&, which is definitely too weak to
be consistent with the experiment. For lines of identi
strength, our simulations give results which are consis
with the experiment~Fig. 3!.

We have already concluded that our experimental res
are consistent with individual spectra which consist of sets
pairs of lines. The last section has shown that in each pair
two lines must have comparable strength. This makes in
pretations along the lines of a phonon sideband quite
likely ~the LO-phonon energy of bulk CdSe is 26 meV, th
of ZnSe is 32 meV!. Phonon sidebands are usually wea
Islands of rather uniform size~‘‘self-organized quantum
dots’’! would lead to a rather uniform level spacing. Seve
researchers3,14 have indeed reported islands in this mater
system with an areal density around 1011cm22 and with sizes
of 5–10 nm. The internal motion of the electron and the h
within the exciton would lead to a further smearing o
hence to a broadening, of the potential for the excitons8 ~for
bulk CdSe, the exciton Bohr radius is 9 nm!. The expected
level spacing for such effective potential wells seems con

FIG. 4. Correlation function̂C(DE)& of the same two areas~Nos. 1 and 2!
as in Fig. 3. Filters withE05118 meV ~full lines! and E05218 meV
~dashed lines!. Note that the height of the correlation peak does not cha
much.
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tent with the correlation energy of 18 meV observed in o
work ~the exciton mass of bulk CdSe is 1.33m0 , that of
ZnSe 1.93m0!. Also, the number of lines in each spectru
is roughly consistent with an areal density of islands
1011cm22. If this interpretation concerning sets of pairs
lines from rather uniform islands is correct indeed, our o
servations would be evidence for a highly nonthermal dis
bution of excitons in these islands~due to the ‘‘phonon
bottleneck’’!. Biexcitonic effects in these dots could als
lead to the observed positive correlations. While we have
found any clear intensity dependence when attenuating
incident laser intensity from 200 nW down to 20 nW, it
interesting to note that the quantum-dot biexciton bind
energy of'20 meV observed in single-dot experiments15 is
close to the numbers seen here. This would imply a rat
uniform biexciton binding energy in the quantum dots.

Note added in proof: Additional recent experiments hav
shown that the positive correlation peak remains unchan
for incident laser intensities even down to 2 nW. Also,
remains unchanged for temperatures in the range of 4.
80 K.
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